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Chapter 811

A few rich second generations are usually arrogant and domineering, but they are
sitting in front of Tian Linger, one by one, as docile as a little white rabbit, they
dare not even breathe.

“It seems that you already knew what I knew?” Tian Linger said coldly.

This sentence scared the faces of several rich second generations. They knew what
Tian Linger was talking about, and several people had discussed it in private, and
even believed it to be true. Of course, in front of Tian Linger, they didn’t dare to
show that they really believed in this matter.

“Linger, are you talking about someone slandering Amelia Su?” Someone asked
Tian Linger smartly.

Hearing this, Tian Linger’s anger was slightly controlled, at least these guys knew
that Amelia Su was slandered.

“Why didn’t you tell me.” Tian Linger asked.

“Linger, we don’t believe in such absurd rumors.”

“Yeah. I don’t know which idiot dared to say such a thing, in fact, we are already
investigating the person behind the rumors.”

“Yes, yes, we originally planned to find out the rumors before telling you.”

Tian Linger looked at the people on the opposite side with questioning. With their
personalities, how could they spontaneously take care of this kind of things.
Soaking in clubs and nightclubs all day has almost emptied all of their time, so
how can there be any thoughts on this? Help with things.



“Really? Since we are investigating, what did we find out?” Tian Linger asked.

“There is no news yet. The rumors are spreading too fast. Many people are now
talking, so it is difficult to find the source, but you can rest assured, we will
definitely find out.”

“Yes, as long as the person who spreads the rumors is from Basin City, he can
definitely be found out. It just takes some time.”

“Linger, believe us, this matter is related to Brother George, we will never
neglect.”

A few rich second-generation swearing looks, but Tian Linger didn’t have much
hope for them, after all, these people except for the money at home. There is no
real ability at all, and their contacts are only in women’s resources.

“Since I asked you to come out, I naturally hope that you can help with this matter.
Before the matter has been investigated, if any of you dare not care, I will
definitely let you go around.”

After saying this, Tian Linger paused and continued: “If you let me know that you
are still wasting your time in clubs and clubs, don’t blame me for being polite.”

“Yes, yes. Don’t worry, we will make every effort to investigate this matter.”

“We will never do any entertainment until things come to light.”

“This matter was investigated by some low-level personnel. People with real
identity should not dare to make such remarks.” Tian Linger said.

People with a little status in Basin City should be very aware of the serious
consequences of offending George Han and want to hang on in Basin City. Never



dared to do such things that slander Amelia Su, so in Tian Linger’s eyes, the person
who did this thing. It may be just a few small characters.

Several people nodded their heads and promised Tian Linger that they would use
the shortest possible time to find out the rumors.

After Tian Linger left the cafe, several rich second generations looked sad.

They had agreed to go to the nightclub together tonight, but now in this situation,
who would dare to go?

“Hey, the good show tonight has fallen to the ground. I didn’t expect Tian Linger
to ask us to investigate this matter.”

“Who said no, she can go to the mountainside Villa to ask for some benefits, what
can we get.”

“Hurry up and shut up. If we don’t have cooperation with Tianjia and can be so
rich, Tian Linger should have ordered us to do something. There is nothing to
complain about. If you want to play, just take this one Let’s complete the matter.
Activate the contacts around you to find out this matter as soon as possible.”

After Tian Linger left, he came to the magic city again. This matter has to let Mo
Yang know that the biggest gray area power in Basin City is in Mo Yang’s hands.
He will definitely get twice the result with half the effort to investigate this matter.

As for those rich second generations, Tian Linger didn’t hold much hope for them,
only to find a few more helpers at that time. Just one more chance.

“Boss Mo, Tian Linger is here.” Yang Yong reported to Mo Yangtong.

“Let her in.” No need to think about Tian Linger’s position in the mountainside
Villa, Mo Yang usually treats her as a younger sister.



“Brother Yang, you should know the rumors about my sister from the outside
world?” Tian Linger asked after walking to Mo Yang’s office.

“I know, I have sent someone out to investigate, and I believe there will be results
soon.” Mo Yang said, when he first heard about this, he also exploded in anger.
With this green hat on George Han’s head, the rumors were playing with fire.

“Is there anyone to suspect?” Tian Linger asked.

As for the suspect, Mo Yang really had someone to choose. Because there are not
many people in Basin City who dared to offend George Han, no one would seek
his own death.

“Linger, do you think this matter has anything to do with Harry Su Su Yihan?” Mo
Yang said.

Tian Linger knows how hateful these two brothers and sisters are, and after they
are completely bankrupt, they have now become the lowest level people.

“I heard that Harry Su now has to work on the construction site in order to make
ends meet. As for Su Yihan, he still has a heart to marry a rich family. When he
sees the rich, he can’t wait to stick to the arms of others. These two people are
living so badly now. Although it is self-inflicted, it has a lot to do with my brother.
Maybe they really did it.” Tian Linger said coldly.

Mo Yang nodded, he thought so too, but there is no evidence yet, and it is
impossible to know if the two of them are the source.

“I will send someone to focus on them. If they did this thing, I will make them
regret it.” Mo Yang said.

Tian Linger has a plan, didn’t Su Yihan always want to join the giants? To satisfy
her wish, she should be able to get something out of her mouth.



“Brother Yang, I have a plan. Don’t check these two people for the time being, and
don’t arouse their alarm.” After speaking, Tian Linger took out the phone.

After the phone was dialed, Tian Linger said, “Chen Yi, give you a task to get Su
Yihan.”

Chen Yi is one of the rich second generations just now. He also knows who Su
Yihan is. This woman has a bad reputation in the rich second generation circle,
because she often puts herself on the spot in order to meet the rich. Dressed up to
be gorgeous, I don’t know how many men have played it.

“Linger, Su Yihan is such a bitch, what am I going to do with her?” Chen Yi asked
puzzledly.

“I’ll talk about it first, then I have another task for you.” Tian Linger said.

Chapter 812

Although Chen Yi couldn’t take any interest in Su Yihan’s broken shoe, since it
was Tian Linger’s request, he could only do so.

And for him, picking up girls is a good show, not to mention that Su Yihan is still a
woman who admires vanity. It is not bothersome for Chen Yi to get this kind of
woman.

“Okay, you have to reimburse me for expenses afterwards.” Chen Yi smiled.

“Didn’t your family always want to participate in the village in the city? As long as
this matter is done. I will give you a chance.” Tian Linger said. Now the project in
the village in the city, Tianjia also has a share, and Chen Yi’s family should eat
something. Sweetness, to Tian Linger, is just a word.



“Really! Linger, you didn’t joke with me!” Chen Yi was so surprised that he
couldn’t close his mouth from ear to ear. Recently, the family has been so troubled
by this incident. If he can do this, who else would dare to say in the future He only
knows about eating, drinking and having fun?

“When did I make a joke with you?” Tian Linger said.

“Linger, thank you, don’t worry, I will do this for you properly, and what plans you
have next, I must listen to you.” Chen Yi is not a fool, Tian Linger is impossible.
Let him chase Su Yihan for no reason, there must be some purpose behind this. But
no matter what the purpose is, the project that allows the Chen family to enter the
urban village, Chen Yi will complete it at all costs.

After hanging up the phone, Tian Linger said to Mo Yang, “Brother Yang, how is
my plan?”

Although Tian Linger didn’t say his plan, how could he not come up with Mo
Yang’s mind.

Su Yihan is addicted to money and wants to marry a wealthy family in his dreams.
If there is Chen Yi’s pursuit, Su Yihan will definitely seize this opportunity. When
the time is right, he will let Chen Yi talk. If the things that slander Amelia Su are
really done by Su Yihan . She will definitely reveal it.

After all, women in love have no IQ, and Su Yihan, who was stunned by money, is
even less likely to be smart.

“It’s really good. In this case, Su Yihan will leave it to you. I will start from other
places and see if other people do it.” Mo Yang said.

At the same time, Fang Zhan has landed at Basin City Airport.



For Fang Zhan, Basin City is not a place he is familiar with, but when he returns
here again, Fang Zhan’s heart is very heavy, because the news he brings is a fatal
blow to the Han family, even he can imagine If Nangong Boring knew that George
Han was dead, he would definitely leave Basin City immediately, and might even
anger other people in the Han family.

“Hey. I didn’t expect to come here again with such a mood.” Fang Zhan sighed and
said to himself.

When he walked out of the airport, Fang Zhan did not go to the Yundingshan Villa
area for the first time.

In fact, there is still some selfishness in his heart. It is absolutely impossible to find
the whereabouts of his daughter by his own strength alone. This is the result of
verification that he has spent many years on. After leaving Apocalypse that year,
he almost used it. All the methods will not stay in seclusion until complete despair.

And now, there are people like the Nangong family who have global coverage to
help. The chance of finding his daughter would be much higher, and Fang Zhan
didn’t want to miss such an opportunity.

As far as the opponent is concerned, his daughter is the last motivation for him to
live in this world, if he can’t find a daughter. He has no meaning to live at all.

An idea emerged in Fang Zhan’s mind, not to tell them the news of George Han’s
death for the time being, and wait until Nangong Boring found the news of his
daughter, and then raise it to them.

Although this behavior is selfish. But Fang Zhan was also helpless.

“Three thousand, just take it as I am sorry, I really can’t do it.” After Fang Zhan
said this, he first found a hotel to stay.



Mo Yang has very strict control over Basin City. So when Fang Zhan appeared in
Basin City, he received the news as soon as possible.

Mo Yang didn’t know who Fang Zhan was, but he knew that Fang Zhan knew
where George Han had gone. Now that Amelia Su’s illness is getting worse,
Nangong Boring has been trying to notify George Han of this matter, but he is
suffering. Can’t find a way.

Now that Fang Zhan has returned to Basin City, he must be able to tell George Han
about this matter.

“Boss Mo, are you going to find Fang Zhan?” Lin Yong asked Mo Yang.

“You have to look for it, but you don’t need to fantasize. He comes back so
low-key, and he certainly doesn’t want to attract too many people’s attention. I can
just go by myself.” Mo Yang said.

Leaving the magic city and coming to the hotel where Fang Zhan was staying, Mo
Yang directly asked the front desk: “Which room a person named Fang Zhan lives
in?”

The little girl at the front desk rubbed her nails and heard Mo Yang’s words.
Without lifting his head, he said, “I’m sorry, we can’t disclose the privacy of our
guests casually.”

This can be regarded as the most basic professional ethics. Mo Yang wouldn’t
embarrass her either, but now, Mo Yang couldn’t wait to see Fang Zhan, naturally
he lost a lot of patience.

“Let your manager come out. He will know whether he should tell me or not.” Mo
Yang said coldly.



Hearing this, the little girl at the front desk raised her head disdainfully, and took a
look at Mo Yang. It was just an uncle who spoke so arrogantly, would she ever
want to see the manager?

“Sorry, it’s useless even if the manager comes. This is the rule of our hotel.” The
front desk girl said.

“The manager is useless. Just let your boss know who made the hotel’s rules. You
can change it now.” Mo Yang said.

The little girl at the front desk couldn’t help but laugh. This guy has a big tone.
Seeing that the manager is not enough, he even wanted to see the boss, and even
asked the boss to change the rules, really thinking he was something.

“Uncle, don’t be funny, who do you think you are? Is the boss the one you can see
if you want? Hurry up. If you don’t leave, I’ll ask the security to drive you out.”
The little girl at the front desk said.

boom!

Mo Yang hit the front desk with a punch. The little girl at the front desk was so
scared that she was clever.

“What are you doing, dare to mess around here, do you know who this hotel
belongs to?” The little girl at the front desk scolded Mo Yang with an angry
expression.

“I really want to know who this belongs to, so I might as well tell me. I have time
in the future to talk to him.” Mo Yang sneered.

At this time, a wealthy middle-aged man in the distance was wearing formal
clothes with a manager’s position badge hanging on his chest. He was originally



inspecting the hotel environment comfortably. The flesh on his face stiffened when
he saw Mo Yang.

This… isn’t this Boss Mo?

How could he appear here, and he looked very angry.

Could it be offended by the ignorant front desk?

The idea almost made the manager pee. Offended Mo Yang, if the boss knew about
this, he would not only leave behind a blanket, I am afraid that the entire Basin
City has no room for him to survive.

Three steps in two steps, the rich middle-aged man hurriedly ran towards Mo Yang.

Chapter 813

The young girl at the front desk who was originally frightened by Mo Yang’s
punch saw the manager coming and said to Mo Yang with confidence, “Aren’t you
going to see our manager? He is here, but I urge you to be polite. Our manager is
not. It’s so messy.”

Mo Yang turned his head coldly. Looking at the middle-aged man running towards
him.

not to be trifled?

“I like to mess with people who are not easy to mess with.” Mo Yang said coldly.

“I kindly advise you, if you don’t listen, then no one can blame me.” The little girl
at the front desk rolled her eyes and said.



“Mo…Boss Mo, what kind of wind is blowing you here.” After the manager ran to
Mo Yang, he quickly asked respectfully.

For this number one person in the gray area of   Cloud City, even the boss behind
this hotel must be respectful. He, a little manager, would not dare to put his head in
front of Mo Yang.

The front desk girl who was still waiting for a good show was dazed.

She knows the temper of her manager, because the boss behind the scenes is a big
man in Cloud City, so the hotel manager also relies on the influence of the boss in
Cloud City. Normal guests don’t pay attention to it.

If someone dared to make trouble in the hotel, the usual way of dealing with it is to
find someone to fight out directly, without any mercy.

In the eyes of the little girl at the front desk. This uncle dared to make trouble in
the hotel, he would definitely end up miserably, but what people did not expect was
that the manager’s attitude towards him was so respectful!

“Your hotel has a lot of rules, even I don’t care about it.” Mo Yang said.

The fat on the manager’s face trembled. Through these words, he knew that the
front desk must have said something to Mo Yang that shouldn’t be said. It was
really damn, even Mo Yang dared to offend him.

“Are you blind? You don’t even know Boss Mo, so quickly apologize to Mo Lao
Dadao.” The manager shouted to the little girl at the front desk.

The girl at the front desk who was already confused heard this, her expression
suddenly panicked and said: “Manager, it’s not my fault, he wants to see the
guest’s registration record, how can I give it to him casually, this is the hotel’s
rules. “



“What rules? In front of Mr. Mo, the hotel has no rules. You f*cking want to kill
me.” The manager said furiously.

After the scolding, the manager quickly asked Mo Yang: “Boss Mo. What do you
want to know, I will adjust the information for you immediately.”

Mo Yang wasn’t here to show off his identity. The main purpose was to know
which room Fang Zhan lived in. Now that he knew this, he didn’t need to continue
to struggle with the matter.

“Fang Zhan, which room do you live in?” Mo Yang asked.

The manager glanced at the little girl at the front desk. This stupid woman didn’t
even know what to do, and she was so annoyed.

“What are you doing in a daze. Check it with Boss Mo quickly.” The manager
roared.

“Yes, I, I will check right away. Check right away.” The little girl at the front desk
said in a panic.

In less than a minute, Fang Zhan’s room number was found.

Knowing the room number, Mo Yang didn’t pursue the attitude of the little girl at
the front desk just now. Go directly to the elevator.

The manager’s forehead was sweating coldly, and Mo Yang just left, which made
him scared. In case of being settled by the Queen of Autumn, this matter is not
something he can bear.

“What’s the matter, are you so f*cking blind that you don’t even know Mo Yang?”
the manager gritted his teeth and asked the little girl at the front desk.



Mo Yang!

There was a thud in the head of the little girl at the front desk. As a Basin City
native, how could she not know who Mo Yang was?

But she didn’t expect that this unremarkable uncle would turn out to be Mo Yang,
the famous Basin City!

She even threatened Mo Yang just now, this is just death!

“I, I don’t know, I don’t know he is Mo Yang.” The little girl at the front desk was
trembling with fear, and it was too late to regret.

The manager’s breathing is trembling because he offends such a big man. Don’t
talk about him, even the boss behind the scenes will be hurt in the fish pond.

“Did he just say anything?” the manager asked.

The little girl at the front desk trembled with fear, her complexion was as pale as
paper. Said: “What he said, I don’t know what he said.”

“Cao Nima, think carefully about every word he said. Otherwise, I want you to
walk around without eating it.” The manager gritted his teeth.

The little girl at the front desk could only recall every word Mo Yang had said, and
then convey the words to the manager.

When the manager heard that Mo Yang was looking for the boss to talk to him, his
mentality completely collapsed, his legs softened and he sat directly on the ground.

Talk to the boss?



This sentence directly made the manager desperate.

Tremblingly took out the phone and dialed the boss’s number: “Boss. Something
has happened, please come to the hotel!”

Outside Fang Zhan’s room, Mo Yang had already rang the doorbell.

Fang Zhan was not surprised that Mo Yang came so quickly. After all, he knew Mo
Yang’s identity in Basin City, and it was not unusual for him to learn that he had
arrived in Basin City with his power.

“I didn’t expect you to come so soon.” Fang Zhan said to Mo Yang with a smile.
Now that he has decided to temporarily conceal the news that George Han is dead,
he will naturally not reveal any flaws.

“Why did you come to Basin City suddenly?” Mo Yang asked.

“Nangong Boring is helping me inquire about my daughter. I will come back to see
if there is any latest news.” Fang Zhan said naturally.

“Three thousand. Why didn’t he come back with you.” Mo Yang continued to ask.

Fang Zhan did not change his face and said: “He has very important things, and he
can’t get away for the time being. In a short time, he should not be back.”

“Do you have a way to contact him now?”

“Even I don’t know where he is. I want to contact him unless I wait for him to
complete the task.” Fang Zhan said.

Mo Yang gritted his teeth, thinking that through Fang Zhan, George Han could
know about Amelia Su’s situation, now it seems. Probably it won’t work.



“Why are you looking for him in such a hurry?” Fang Zhan asked suspiciously.
Not only him, everyone in the Han family and Amelia Su should be aware that
there is a very important thing for George Han to leave, and Amelia Su knows the
existence of Apocalypse. Said that they couldn’t disturb George Han at this time.

“An accident happened to Amelia Su.” Mo Yang said in a deep voice.

Fang Zhan frowned.

How could something happen to Amelia Su!

This is Basin City. Could anyone else hurt her?

“What’s going on.” Fang Zhan asked.

“The head turned white overnight, aging at a speed visible to the naked eye,
Nangong Boring invited famous doctors from all over the world, and temporarily
identified it as aging.” Mo Yang explained.

“Aging?” Fang Zhan took a deep breath and said, “I have heard of this disease.
There is no cure at all. Even if George Han is notified, he can’t save Amelia Su.”

“Is there no way that I can’t let him know? If Amelia Su has any shortcomings,
how can I explain to him, can you help me and find a way to let him know?” Mo
Yang said in a pleading tone.

Chapter 814

These words of Mo Yang made Fang Zhan feel a little guilty. Because of his
selfishness, he hid the news of George Han’s death. He should have let these
people know so that these people would no longer hold George Han. Hope of
coming back.



But Fang Zhan has been searching for his daughter for so many years, and he
desperately wants to know about his daughter. Once Nangong Boring knew that
George Han was dead, he would definitely stop investigating the news of his
daughter, which Fang Zhan didn’t want to see.

George Han, take it as I am sorry for you!

“I can’t help it.” Fang Zhan said with a sigh.

Mo Yang didn’t believe it and continued, “Why can’t you have no choice? How
can you not know where he is if you take him away.”

“I’m in that place. I don’t have as much power as you think. There are many things
that I am not qualified to contact. But I will write down this matter. As long as I see
him, I will tell you as soon as possible. He.” Fang Zhan had no choice but to make
such a promise to stop Mo Yang from being entangled.

Mo Yang saw that he had already said this, and sighed: “Please remember that if
you have any needs in Cloud City, you can come to me, and I won’t bother.”

Fang Zhan nodded and sent Mo Yang out of the room.

When Mo Yang went downstairs, the hotel owner had already waited tremblingly.
Seeing the crying face of the little girl at the front desk, he was obviously scolded.

Seeing Mo Yang, the boss took three steps and two steps. He quickly stepped
forward and apologized: “Boss Mo, I already know the previous things, and I have
taught her severely. If you have any dissatisfaction, just tell me, I will do it to your
satisfaction. “

Mo Yang was not in a good mood right now. When he saw Fang Zhan, he was
unable to inform George Han of Amelia Su’s situation. This made him panicked.
The trivial incident that happened just now is not worth his investigation.



“Go away.” Mo Yang said coldly.

The boss trembled all over, and quickly moved two steps sideways to make way
for Mo Yang.

Mo Yang, who had taken a few steps, suddenly stopped because he saw the little
girl at the front desk. He knew that if he left in this way, the front desk girl would
definitely be punished very severely. Although it was indeed irritating to say that
the front desk girl ignored him just now, but at the position of Moyang, he no
longer cares about such trivial matters. Mo Yang has never been a narrow-minded
person.

“Just forget what happened just now. Since people are crying by you, just forget
it.” Mo Yang said to the boss.

The boss was thinking about punishing the younger sister and the manager at the
front desk. He didn’t expect Mo Yang to say such a thing.

“Boss Mo, are you…do you really care about it?” the boss asked incredulously.

“I said so clearly. Don’t you understand?” Mo Yang said sharply.

“Understood, got it, got it. I know what to do.” The boss nodded and said.

The manager on the side understood that Mo Yang would not be held accountable
just now, and said gratefully: “Thank you, Mr. Mo, thank you, Mr. Mo.”

After finishing talking, the manager gave the little girl at the front desk a look. The
little girl at the front desk who didn’t put Mo Yang in his eyes just now also said
gratefully: “Boss Mo, thank you for letting me go. Just now, I didn’t know Taishan.
Thank you for not worrying about me.”



“Look for my face and remember to be polite to me next time you come.” After
Mo Yang said this, he walked outside the hotel.

This seems to be meaningless, but it is actually beating the boss. Let the boss know
that his so-called negligence has no other meaning, but really neglect.

After Mo Yang left, the three were completely relieved, especially the owner of
this hotel. He knew that if Mo Yang really hated him because of this incident, he
would not have to hang out in Basin City from now on.

In the current Basin City, Mo Yang’s status is second only to George Han, a big
figure that no one can provoke.

“The two of you are lucky, but Boss Mo didn’t take responsibility. Next time I will
cheer up and stop offending others.” The boss said to the manager and the front
desk girl.

The two nodded like garlic. This time I have escaped a robbery, and next time I
dare to look down on people casually.

At the same time, Chen Yi also launched his own plan.

Although Chen Yi is just a rich second-generation in Basin City. Not a celebrity in
Basin City, but it is very simple to investigate Su Yihan’s whereabouts.

While Su Yihan and a group of sisters were shopping in the mall, Chen Yi arranged
more than a dozen people. Each of them appeared in front of the women with a
bunch of flowers in their hands.

This group of people say they are sisters, but in fact they are in intrigue with each
other and compare their ranks. We never really communicate with each other.
Everyone gets together, that is, there is an object to show off with each other. The



topic is often what new clothes or bags have been bought, and the tone of show off
never has the slightest. cover up.

When this scene appeared in front of them, several women were ready to move,
hoping that this was the peach blossom they had brought.

Especially Su Yihan, who used to give gifts to the Han family, she preconceived
that it was a betrothal gift for her. In this situation, Su Yihan immediately had the
same idea.

“Isn’t this person Chen Yi!”

“Master Chen, although the company in his family is not big, it is said that he has a
net worth of nearly 100 million yuan and has a good relationship with the Tian
family. The future development of the company will definitely have a bright future.
Is he looking after the people among us?

“It must be me. I have met Chen Yi several times before, and then I found him
secretly observing me.” A woman couldn’t wait to say.

Su Yihan did not speak, but secretly folded the collar on his chest, revealing a
touch of spring on his chest, secretly took out the makeup mirror, and took a look
at his makeup.

At this time, Chen Yi walked in front of the women. When he saw the hopeful eyes
of those women, he felt a strong disdain in his heart. Regarding the beauty of these
women, he usually didn’t even have the interest to look at it, but it was a pity that
Tian Ling If there is an order, he must get Su Yihan in his hands.

“Chen Yi, what are you doing?” The woman who thought Chen Yi was here to woo
her couldn’t wait to stand up and said.



Chen Yi didn’t even glance at the woman who was talking, and walked straight to
Su Yihan.

“Su Yihan! How could it be her.”

“It turned out to be her, isn’t Chen Yi blind.”

“Don’t he know how many people have worn Su Yihan’s broken shoe?”

The so-called sisterhood was fully manifested at this moment, and the muttered
words of several people were full of disdain for Su Yihan.

Su Yihan herself was a little dazed. Although she was expecting something in her
heart, she didn’t expect Chen Yi to actually come at her.

Chapter 815

“You, did you come to me?” Su Yihan became a little stuttered, because she has
been seeking opportunities to marry a wealthy family, and she has always been
coquettish in front of the rich second generation, but is really willing to look at her
directly There are not many people, so the appearance of Chen Yi not only made
Su Yihan surprised, but also a little bit unbelievable.

If Chen Yi’s family background is placed before. Su Yihan wouldn’t even take a
second look. He didn’t even have a net worth of more than 100 million yuan. How
could he be called a rich man.

But now it’s different. The Su family has completely declined, and she is no longer
Miss Su family, just an ordinary person, who can be seen by people like Chen Yi,
Su Yihan is also content.

“Is there anyone here who is more beautiful than you?” Chen Yi said with a smile.



This remark caused dissatisfaction among other women. The most important thing
in comparison between women is their appearance and figure. How can they accept
that Su Yihan is more beautiful than themselves.

“Chen Yi, you won’t get myopia. Here, who is not more handsome than Su Yihan.”

“Yeah, you should go to the ophthalmology department for a good look. I don’t
know what she compares to us.”

“The chest and calves are short, and they don’t look good, Chen Yi, is that your
taste?”

The women couldn’t help but mocked.

Chen Yi grabbed Su Yihan into his arms, and said to the women with an
overbearing president: “I advise you, it is best to speak carefully. Starting today, Su
Yihan will be my woman. She’s not. Be careful that I will keep you from getting in
touch with the rich second-generation circle. Although Chen Yi’s influence is not
great, I know a few friends anyway.”

These words changed the expressions of those women. They are all girls born in
ordinary families. They exchange their looks and bodies for the life they want. If
they really don’t have access to the rich second generation, their good lives can be.
That’s it.

“Chen Yi. Just kidding, what are you doing so seriously.”

“Yeah, we are just kidding, just talk about it, don’t take it seriously.”

The attitudes of several people suddenly changed, and they looked at Chen Yi with
a flattering look.



Chen Yi forcibly suppressed the feeling of nausea in his heart. As expected, people
were divided into groups. The reason why these women were able to get together
was because they were shameless enough.

“Are you free tonight? I want to invite you to dinner.” Chen Yi asked Su Yihan.

Su Yihan nodded again and again, how could she refuse the rich and rich second
generation who delivered it to the door.

“I’ll pick you up in the evening. After dinner, there will be a nightclub game.”
Chen Yi said.

“Good.” Su Yihan responded.

“I will send you these flowers to your home, so I won’t delay your shopping.”

After Chen Yi left, Su Yihan still felt like she was dreaming. She didn’t expect
good luck to come to her so suddenly.

“I’m going home first.” After Amelia Su said goodbye to her sisters, she hurried
home, she had to dress up. Appeared in front of Chen Yi tonight in the most
beautiful appearance.

As for Chen Yi, he contacted some of his good brothers, and they made an
appointment at a Qingba.

“Chen Yi, what’s the matter with us in such a hurry?”

“Have you found any good resources again? What about the looks of the people.”

“How much is enough for us?”



Through these people’s questions, we can also hear how corrupt their private lives
are.

However, Chen Yi smiled faintly, he was not looking for these brothers because of
this kind of thing.

“I am looking for you today because I want you to support me. I am going to
propose tonight.” Chen Yi said.

“propose!”

“propose!”

“propose!”

Several people looked at Chen Yi with shocked expressions, and the playboy asked
for marriage. They seriously suspected that they had auditory hallucinations, or
else Chen Yi’s brain was convulsed.

“I see you are dizzy, you are still proposing marriage.”

“Chen Yi. Is your mind caught in the door, so young, you are going to get
married.”

“Chen Yi, I can remind you. No matter how good a woman is, she will get tired of
playing a few times. If you get married, it will be too late to regret later.”

Listening to the words of several people, Chen Yi smiled happily and said: “I just
asked for marriage. Who told you to get married.”

Proposing is just the beginning, and then we will get married. This is a normal
person’s understanding of these two words, but according to Chen Yi’s appearance,



it seems that he has no plans to get married, which makes a few people feel a little
confused.

“Chen Yi, what the hell are you doing, make it clear.”

“Yeah, you made us all confused.”

“By the way, who are you proposing to?”

“Su Yihan.” Chen Yi said.

“Su Yihan? Never heard of this woman.”

“f*ck. It’s not the woman from the Su family before, you actually want that torn
shoe.”

“Su Yihan! She pretended to be drunk and gave me a chance. If I didn’t think she
was dirty and f*cking fucked her earlier, you actually wanted to propose to her.”

A few people looked at Chen Yi dumbfounded, and didn’t understand what his
operation meant. After all, the three words Su Yihan were already representatives
of broken shoes. If Chen Yi picked up this broken shoe, wouldn’t it be laughed at
by outsiders.

“Don’t get excited. Didn’t I say it before. It’s just a proposal, but I don’t mean to
get married.” Chen Yi smiled helplessly.

“Damn, you quickly explain what’s going on, otherwise, we will break up with
you, but you can’t ruin our small group’s reputation because of you.”

“Yeah. You are willing to ask for a woman like Su Yihan. What a big heart is that,
hurry up and tell your purpose.”



“Come on, don’t get excited. I’m not going to tell you, in fact, Tian Linger asked
me to do this thing.” Chen Yi said.

“Tian Linger? She asked you to propose to Su Yihan. What does this mean.
Logically speaking, she is now George Han’s sister, and she should hate Su Yihan
very much.”

“The hatred of the Han family and the Su family is known to everyone in Basin
City. What does Tian Linger want to do?”

When George Han entered Zuosu’s family, he was scolded by Basin City for waste.
Half of this was due to Harry Su’s work. These things had long been spread in
Basin City.

“Actually, I don’t know what Tian Linger plans to do now, but she promised me
that as long as I do this thing beautifully, she will let our family join the project of
the urban village.” Chen Yi said.

I don’t know how many people are staring at this big piece of fat in the city village,
but because this project is a weak water property, no one dares to spoil it in secret,
so even if the fat is right in front of them, those people don’t. Dare to mess around.

And being able to get such an opportunity is great news for any merchant family.

“Originally, Tian Linger’s idea was just to let me soak Su Yihan, but I guess she
must have something to ask me. I must make Su Yihan believe me more, so I have
a plan to propose.”

Chapter 816

What Tian Linger wants to do is no longer important to the other people. Chen Yi
can join the project of the urban village because of this matter, which makes them
envious. If this kind of good thing falls on them, don’t It is said that Su Yihan was



soaked, even if it was a night with a homeless woman. They can bite their teeth and
endure it.

This is related to the future of his company. Now Chen Yi is only the second
generation of Shang with a net worth of less than 100 million yuan, but once he
joins the urban village project, his net worth will surely soar, and his status in
Basin City will also increase accordingly.

“Chen Yi, you are too f*cking lucky, this kind of good thing will actually fall on
you.”

“You will have to call you Master Chen in the future. We are not the same people
anymore.”

“Hey, I have a good relationship with Tian Linger. Why didn’t she tell me about
this matter.”

Several people sighed.

Chen Yi knew they would react like this a long time ago. After all, the urban
village project is too tempting. No one can resist.

“Don’t worry, if I can join the urban village project, if it is beneficial, can I forget
you?” Chen Yi said.

“Okay, what do you plan to do tonight, we will try our best to cooperate, but say in
advance, we will all contribute to this matter, in the future you can remember us if
you are good.”

Several people are planning how to propose and how to move Su Yihan. Everyone
is making suggestions, hoping to strive for performance in this matter, so that they
can benefit from Chen Yi in the future.



For these playboys, being a woman is a basic course, and everyone is a matter of
hand, so the plan was quickly worked out.

Chen Yi then called Tian Linger. Since Tian Linger still has follow-up
requirements, tonight is the best time to meet her requirements. When Su Yihan is
in the moving stage, she must be the most obedient time.

“Linger, I plan to propose to Su Yihan tonight. What do you want me to do, this is
the best opportunity.” Chen Yi said.

“Chen Yi, you are willing to go out, are you not afraid that this incident will have a
bad impact on you?” Tian Linger was very surprised when she learned about this
incident. After all, the proposal is not a trifling matter. It is not easy for Chen Yi to
get away from this incident cleanly.

“The things you confessed to me, I naturally want to do it beautifully, how can I
disappoint you.” Chen Yi said with a smile.

“It seems that the urban village project is a temptation for you, but since I promised
you, I will never break my promise. I want you to talk from Su Yihan’s mouth
about slandering Amelia Su, is she doing it? Yes.” Tian Linger said.

Chen Yi frowned. After this rumor dissipated in Basin City, almost everyone was
talking about it. It can be said that it had a great influence on Amelia Su and
George Han. No wonder Tian Linger was willing to throw out the fat of the village
in the city.

“Don’t worry, I can give you the answer tonight.” Chen Yi promised.

hang up the phone. Chen Yi pondered this matter carefully and slandered Amelia
Su. Su Yihan must know how serious this matter would cause. So she must be very
alert in this matter and want to be easy. To find out if she did this thing, I’m afraid
it can’t be done with a marriage proposal alone.



When he returned home, Chen Yi did some small tricks. He had to let Su Yihan
know that he and Su Yihan were on the same line, and he had to show that he
regarded George Han as an enemy.

A simple villain with George Han’s name written on it. Chen Yi has already
figured out the story. After the heroine returns to his home tonight, he can act out
his plan.

“You went home so early today. It’s not quite right. You don’t have any money
anymore?” Chen Yi’s father said with a displeased expression when he saw Chen
Yi. This daughter only knows how to eat, drink and have fun. , Not at all
motivated. Let him hate iron but not steel.

Chen Yi’s mother gave Chen Yi a wink, as if she was afraid that Chen Yi would
ask for money and anger his father.

“Dad, I won’t ask you for money again in the future. I can make money on my
own.” Chen Yi said with a smile. After the project of the urban village, he will still
be short of money. How could it be possible.

Chen Yi’s father sneered. Said: “If you have the ability to make money, I have to
burn high incense, you are useless, I will be fortunate to be invincible.”

“Dad, your son is lucky this time, but I won’t have a chance until tonight’s affairs,
and I will remind you. I will bring a woman home tonight, and you will help act in
the act.” Chen Yi said.

“Woman?” Chen Yi’s mother became excited when she heard of a woman. She
knew that her son never took his feelings seriously, but she hoped to have a
daughter-in-law, preferably a grandson hugged.

“Which girl is so unsightly that you have been harmed by you.” Chen Yi’s father
asked.



“Su Yihan, you should know the declining Su family.” Chen Yi said.

When Chen Yi’s mother heard this, her face changed drastically. Although she and
Su Yihan’s circle are different, she has heard many people mention Su Yihan as a
woman. Since Su’s family went bankrupt, she wanted to slap every rich man in her
arms. , Now is notorious, she would never accept Chen Yi to take such a woman
home.

“Chen Yi. What kind of person Su Yihan is? You don’t know, how could this kind
of woman get into the door of my Chen family.” Chen Yi’s mother said sharply.

His father was even more excited. Because a friend of his once bought Su Yihan
for one hundred thousand yuan for one night. If this happened, the Chen family’s
face would not be saved.

“Chen Yi. If you dare to do this, get out of the Chen family immediately. I no
longer recognize you as a son.” Chen Yi’s father stared at Chen Yi viciously.

“Don’t get excited, just listen to me and finish. This matter was asked by Tian
Linger. Nothing will happen between Su Yihan and I. It’s just a play. Tian Linger
doubts that Amelia Su’s rumors were spread by Su Yihan, so she hoped that I could
talk in Su Yihan’s mouth.” Chen Yi explained.

The rumor that Amelia Su gave George Han a green hat, Chen Yi’s parents had
also heard about it. Basin City was raging. Tian Linger, as George Han’s sister,
should investigate this matter.

But Su Yihan is a notorious woman after all, even if Tian Linger asks Chen Yi to
do so, how could he easily agree to it.

“Don’t you know how to refuse? Why do you agree to such a thankless thing?”
Chen Yi’s father said dissatisfied.



“Dad, the opportunity to join the Urban Village Project is placed in front of you. If
you are you, would you refuse?” Chen Yi said with a smile.

The parents got up from the sofa with a rub.

The project of the village in the city!

Chapter 817

Chen Yi’s father walked in front of him, and it was obvious that he could see his
hands trembling slightly because of his excitement.

“You, what did you say?” Chen Yi’s father asked incredulously. He couldn’t
believe what he had just heard, because the urban village project not only
determined the Chen family’s worth but also status.

Once joined the project of the urban village. There will be close ties with Tianjia
and Qianshui Real Estate, and the current Basin City can be related to these two,
and that can make one’s identity rise. This is something that countless people
dream of!

Chen Yi’s mother also had an expression of disbelief. I couldn’t wait to ask: “Chen
Yi, you didn’t joke with us, how can you be eligible to join the project in the urban
village?”

Chen Yi’s mother has always loved Chen Yi. And she firmly believes that Chen Yi
will become promising one day and will win glory for the Chen family, but even
with such a mentality, she still can’t believe what Chen Yi said just now, enough to
see that this matter is in their minds. How high is its status.

This kind of reaction from his parents made Chen Yi take it for granted. Any
family who hears such news will probably do the same.



“This matter was promised by Tian Linger himself, of course it is true.” Chen Yi
said.

Chen Yi’s father took a few deep breaths in succession, otherwise he was afraid
that he would be too excited and cause a cerebral hemorrhage.

“Son, you are really promising. Mom finally waited until this day.” Chen Yi’s
mother said excitedly.

“Mom, I didn’t disappoint you.” Chen Yi said with a smile.

Chen Yi’s mother nodded repeatedly and said, “No. No, how can you disappoint
me? Mom always believes that you will be promising.”

“But tonight, I hope that you can cooperate with me in acting. If I can’t complete
the task that Linger has given me, I won’t get the opportunity to join the urban
village project.” Chen Yi said.

“Don’t worry, what are you going to do, we will try our best to cooperate with
you.” Chen Yi’s father changed his previous attitude. Compared with his aversion
to Su Yihan, he was still able to accept the huge benefits.

The project is not important. What is important is the network of contacts that this
project can bring to the Chen family. This is what Chen Yi’s father thinks is the
most important.

“Okay, I’m ready at home, I have to go out first. Time is almost out,” Chen Yi said.

“Go now, be cautious, don’t go wrong.” Chen Yi’s mother reminded.

After Chen Yi left, the two old men sat on the sofa with sighs on their faces.



In Chen Yi’s father’s view, this son only knows about eating, drinking and having
fun, and he will not have a great future in his life. He did not expect that such a
good opportunity would fall on him now. This is the chance of Chen Jiaguang’s
lintel.

“Old guy, now you know how good our son is, I said, he will definitely be
promising.” Chen Yi’s mother said proudly.

“Yes, yes. Your son is promising. Now it’s worth bragging about, but Su Yihan is
here tonight. We have to behave more naturally, lest we spoil the good things of
our son.”

“Do you still need to talk about it? This is the future of my son. I want to show the
acting of the queen.”

That night, in a nightclub, a romantic proposal was secretly brewing.

Su Yihan dressed up his sexiest side. She didn’t know that Chen Yi would propose
to herself, but for her, this opportunity was rare, and she had to seize it firmly.

Su Yihan is still a little self-aware. She knows that it is a very low probability that
she wants to marry a rich family now, so Chen Yi appeared. This opportunity must
not be missed.

Most of the women in the night market are dressed up and dressed, so even if Su
Yihan has been very revealing, she still does not give people a stunning feeling.
After all, her appearance has already set her own upper limit.

“You are so beautiful tonight.” When Chen Yi greeted Su Yihan at the entrance of
the nightclub, he found Su Yihan’s special dress. Although he was a little nauseous
in his heart, he appeared to be infatuated on the surface.



Su Yihan lowered her head pretentiously and said: “Compared to other women,
how can I be considered beautiful.”

“You must be the most beautiful woman tonight, let’s go in.” Chen Yi said.

Manic DJ music, swarms of demons swaying on the dance floor. This is the
nightclub environment, in addition to the noisy atmosphere is the pervasive
alcohol, for people who do not have the heart to hunt for beauty. This kind of
environment is very repulsive. For example, George Han doesn’t like this kind of
place. In his opinion, there are only two kinds of people here, one hunter. One is
the prey that is waiting to be hunted, and he has no needs in this regard, and
naturally he will not be integrated into this circle.

While pushing the cup and changing the cup, time passed quickly. After checking
the time, Chen Yi winked at a few friends and signaled them to start preparing.

At this time, Su Yihan suddenly got up: “Chen Yi, I’ll go to the toilet.”

“Do you want me to accompany you?” Gentleman Chen Yi asked.

Su Yihan smiled slightly and said: “No, how can you snub you brothers because of
me.”

Su Yihan tried her best to be gentle and considerate. She wanted to let Chen Yi
know that she was not a woman who fought for favor and would not disturb the fun
between Chen Yi and her brothers.

When walking to the toilet, Su Yihan hurriedly took out the cosmetics and prepared
to go to the toilet to make up. This is probably an excuse for many women to go to
the bathroom. Their real purpose is not to be convenient, but to see if their makeup
Still maintaining the original refinement.

As Su Yihan walked with his head down, he ran into a waiter head on.



“What are you doing, don’t you walk with eyesight?” Su Yihan scolded the waiter
coldly.

Based on the principle that the customer is God, the waiter quickly apologized to
Su Yihan: “I’m sorry, sorry.”

Su Yihan looked at the red wine print on her clothes. Although there were not
many, she thought it was enough to destroy her image tonight.

She appeared in front of Chen Yi in the most beautiful posture, how could she be
ruined by a waiter.

“This is a good thing you did. Do you know how much this dress costs?” After Su
Yihan said this, a heavy slap on the waiter’s face.

The waiter was a little aggrieved because it was Su Yihan who walked down and
hit her, but now it has all become her responsibility.

“Or, give me the clothes, and I’ll take care of it for you.” The waiter said.

Hearing these words, Su Yihan became even more angry and scolded: “I’ll give
you the clothes, what am I wearing, do you deliberately do it with me right?”

As soon as the voice fell, Su Yihan slapped the waiter in the face with a merciless
slap, and then cursed: “Get out of here, don’t delay my time.”

Chapter 818

“Chen Yi, I just saw your fiancee arguing with the waiter, won’t you come out and
help her fix it?” A young man just came back from the bathroom and teased Chen
Yi.



Chen Yi smiled faintly and said: “Don’t make trouble, this kind of torn shoes. If it
weren’t for her to be useful to me, I would feel sick when I breathe the air in the
same place.”

“Hey.” The man sighed and said, “You guy is really lucky. Not only can you play
this kind of bitch, but you can also get such great benefits. I don’t know when this
opportunity will come. It can fall on my head.”

Chen Yi patted the man on the shoulder. Said: “Brother, I am developed, can I still
forget you?”

“That is, if you kid dare to forget, I won’t recognize you as a brother again.”

Before long, Su Yihan returned to his seat after the makeup was finished.

Chen Yi stood up and raised his hand to the DJ stage.

The sound of the music stopped abruptly, and the gang of demons dancing around
seemed to have been splashed with cold water and began to curse.

DJ calmly said through the loudspeaker: “Don’t worry, everyone, there is a surprise
waiting for you tonight, a romantic proposal is about to begin, and tonight’s
consumption will be fully paid for by Mr. Chen.”

As soon as this sentence came out, those scolding people suddenly became excited.
It is a good thing that someone pays the bill, but there are people who propose
marriage in a nightclub. This is a rare and rare thing.

Su Yihan’s heart beats faster, Master Chen!

This Young Master Chen, shouldn’t he be Chen Yi!

Chen Yi. Want to propose to her?



Su Yihan was so nervous that her palms were sweating. Although this incident
came too suddenly and she was not mentally prepared at all, such a surprise is
exactly what she needs, and she will never have to cast her eyebrows at other men
in the future. I’m worried that no one will pay for my famous brand.

Someone came to Su Yihan with flowers one after another, and Chen Yi also took
out the diamond ring that had been prepared the morning.

Of course, the diamond ring is fake, it’s just a show, not to mention that the other
party is Su Yihan, and it is not worth Chen Yi to buy a real diamond ring.

“Su Yihan, marry me.” Chen Yi knelt down on one knee in front of Su Yihan with
a sincere expression, but his knee did not touch the ground. After all, it was acting,
even though Chen Yi needed the scene to appear real. But he still couldn’t kneel
down on such broken shoes.

Su Yihan looked flattered, and happiness came so suddenly that she didn’t know
how to respond.

If this is a farce, if Chen Yi just wants to be a husband and wife for a night with
her, it would never be possible to make such a big noise and propose marriage in
front of so many people. Therefore, in Su Yihan’s view, Chen Yi is full of sincerity.

“f*ck, isn’t this Chen Yi, he actually proposed to Su Yihan!”

“This guy is not crazy, right? Doesn’t he know how many people Su Yihan has
been played by?”

“Unexpectedly. Chen Yi still has the habit of picking up worn-out shoes. It’s so
damn hard to understand.”

When they discovered the protagonist who proposed marriage, many people started
talking in surprise.



All came out to play. They are naturally aware of Su Yihan’s current reputation.
Although Chen Yi is not a big door, he still has some money in his family, and he
has a certain reputation in Basin City. What kind of woman he doesn’t want, he
would actually like Su Yihan.

Such criticism was as early as Chen Yi expected. And this is why he chooses to
propose in a nightclub. He wants these people to testify, so as to enhance the reality
of this matter, and let Su Yihan know that he is not joking.

Su Yihan’s current feelings did not realize that this was just an act, because Chen
Yi did this kind of thing in the public. It is equivalent to telling the outside world
the relationship between them.

Even if the proposal came very abruptly, and there was no emotional basis between
the two at all, Su Yihan was also dazzled by the momentary happiness, and had no
intention to think about why Chen Yi proposed to her.

At this time, Chen Yi’s brothers began to booze, clamoring about the three words
marry him.

Chen Yi also said, “You don’t plan to let me kneel here all night.”

Su Yihan shook his head subconsciously, then stretched out his hand.

Chen Yi brought the fake diamond ring to Su Yihan. Looking at the diamond close
to the size of a dove egg, Su Yihan felt that life had never been so happy before,
and she was almost moved to tears.

Tianjia Villa.

Tian Linger was half lying on the bed, watching everything that happened in the
nightclub through mobile phone video, and couldn’t help but sigh the price Chen
Yi paid for this incident.



“This guy. I really don’t have any room for myself, haven’t you thought about how
to end it?” Tian Linger said to herself.

From Tian Linger’s standpoint, she naturally cannot feel the allure of Chen Yi
brought by the urban village project. This matter is enough to make Chen Yi pay
any price.

As for how it ended, Chen Yi really didn’t think about it. But he is a playboy, and it
is inevitable to act every time. As long as he talks afterwards, it is a joke. Others
will not find it strange.

After turning off the live video, Tian Linger called Mo Yang.

“Boss Mo, you will know who did the slander on my sister in a while. You can’t go
to bed too early, I have to ask you for help.” Tian Linger said.

Mo Yang doesn’t care much about the magic capital now, but his biological clock
has become accustomed to going to bed late, and said to Tian Linger: “Call me at
any time and make sure to get connected as soon as possible.”

At the nightclub, after the proposal was over, Chen Yi left with Su Yihan.

“Go to my house tonight.” Chen Yi said to Su Yihan, not asking, but in a very
natural tone, leaving no room for Su Yihan to refuse.

This kind of thing is familiar to Su Yihan. Since the Su family went bankrupt and
she was unable to splurge, Su Yihan has promised such a request many times.

“En.” Su Yihan nodded.

The next thing went smoothly. Su Yihan, who was dazzled by happiness, had no
guard against Chen Yi, and when he arrived home, when he saw the doll about



George Han in Chen Yi’s room, Su Yihan felt Chen Yi even more. Yihe himself is
the same kind of people, and they all hate George Han as a trash.

“By the way, do you know what kind of illness Amelia Su has? I heard that she
gave George Han a green hat. I didn’t expect that a big man like George Han
would have today. It’s a pity that the person who gave him the green hat was not
me.” Chen Yi Said to Su Yihan with regret.

Su Yihan sat on the edge of the bed and deliberately exposed his legs. After
hearing what Chen Yi said, he said: “Do you want to know what’s going on?”

Chen Yi knew that the crucial time had come. He walked over to Su Yihan and sat
down, gently hugging Su Yihan’s waist, and asked, “Of course, you don’t know
any secrets?”

Chapter 819

Su Yihan leaned his head on Chen Yi’s shoulder, and a trace of disgust flashed
across Chen Yi’s face. Such a woman who had been played by countless men,
being so close to him, it really made him difficult to hide the feeling of rejection.

“In fact, this matter was planned by Harry Su and I. We also deliberately said that
Amelia Su stole people. As for what disease Amelia Su got, I don’t know.” Su
Yihan said.

Chen Yi’s expression turned cold, and the happiness after the proposal really made
Su Yihan not even defensive towards him. It was so easy to get the truth out of the
matter.

“You go take a bath first.” Chen Yi said.

Su Yihan used to accompany those men, it was very mechanical, without any
emotion. But she feels shy today.



“En.” Nodding lightly, Su Yihan walked towards the bathroom.

After hearing the sound of water, Chen Yi took out his phone and dialed Tian
Linger’s number.

“Linger, it’s done, she really did it.” Chen Yi said.

Tian Linger sat up coldly and asked, “Have you recorded it?”

“Of course, are you afraid that I can’t do this little thing?” Chen Yi said.

“Okay, I’ll come over right away.”

Get up and dress, Tian Linger’s face is like frost.

“Boss Mo, the matter is settled. Su Yihan and Harry Su did it. The evidence is
conclusive.” Tian Linger called Mo Yang.

Mo Yang said in a deep voice, “I will send someone to arrest Harry Su
immediately, and I will come here personally on your side.”

Harry Su was asleep at home, and suddenly felt that his door was violently opened.

Su Guolin and his wife came to the living room in shock. I saw a group of fierce
and wicked people, and I was frightened.

“You, who are you and what do you want to do!” Su Guolin asked in a panic.

At this time, Harry Su also walked out of the room, an unknown premonition
enveloped him.

“Harry Su, come with us.”



As soon as Harry Su looked at the other party, he was unkind. How could he follow
them and said: “You are really clueless to break into the house without permission.
Believe it or not, I call the police.”

A group of people rushed up and surrounded Harry Su. The leader said, “You don’t
know what you have done yourself. We are sent by Boss Mo. Get to know each
other and follow me quickly. Suffering from flesh and skin.”

Harry Su paled with fright, the person Mo Yang sent?

Could it be that Mo Yang found out that the matter of spreading rumors to Amelia
Su?

How is this possible!

Harry Su took extra care in doing this because he was afraid of being detected, so
he deliberately found a worker as the source of the rumors, and that worker has
now left Basin City. In Harry Su’s view, there is absolutely no possibility of this
incident being exposed.

“I haven’t done anything. What qualifications do you have to arrest me?” Harry Su
said in a panic.

The leader smiled coldly and said: “Since you refuse to take the initiative to follow
us. Don’t blame me for being impolite.”

With a punch and kick, although Su Guolin and his wife felt distressed that their
son was beaten, they did not dare to breathe. After all, they were sent by Mo Yang,
so how could they stop it now.

And Harry Su must have done something that made Mo Yang angry. Otherwise,
how could Mo Yang arrest people late at night?



“Harry, what have you done, what is going on?” Su Guolin asked Harry Su.

Harry Su was beaten to the ground, looking dying. There is no strength to speak.

Being dragged out of the house, Harry Su was left with despair in his heart.

“If you want to call the police, weigh your own weight in Basin City.” The leader
walked out of the house and turned his head to remind the Su Guolin and his wife.

Su Guolin was a timid person, and he dared to mess up wherever he heard these
words.

“Su Guolin, are you just watching them take people away like this? You are still
not a man.” Su Guolin’s wife yelled at him. When people were there, she didn’t
even dare to put a fart, but now she is right. Su Guolin started to splash.

Su Guolin gritted his teeth and said: “If you have the courage, go to Moyang
dignitaries, what is the use in front of me? Harry Su doesn’t know what he did this
time.”

Su Guolin’s wife’s complexion changed, what did Harry Su do?

Could it be the recent rumor about Amelia Su?

Although she also hates George Han and Amelia Su very much, she is very aware
of the feelings between the two, and Amelia Su has just given birth to a daughter,
how could she do such a thing?

She had long suspected that this matter was deliberately spreading rumors.
Thinking about it now, it’s very possible that Harry Su did this, otherwise. How
could Mo Yang catch him for no reason.

“Guolin, it’s over, our son is over.” Su Guolin’s wife said in despair.



“What’s over?” Su Guolin asked in confusion.

“Amelia Su gave George Han a green hat. This is a rumor, and it is very likely that
Harry Su made the rumor.”

Su Guolin stood up on the spot when he heard these words, he had already
reminded Harry Su. Don’t offend George Han anymore, because with George
Han’s current status, they can’t shake it at all. I didn’t expect Harry Su to be so
confused and do this kind of thing.

If this is found out by Mo Yang, can he still have a way to survive?

Chen Yi’s house.

After the shower, Su Yihan walked out of the bathroom, but did not see Chen Yi’s
figure, which made her feel a little strange.

But soon a smile appeared on her face. In Su Yihan’s view, Chen Yi must have
been impatient, so she went to other bathrooms to take a bath.

Back in the bathroom, Su Yihan looked at her figure, quite complacent, and being
able to make Chen Yi so eager showed that her temptation was still very strong.

“Although you are not a rich man, as long as you treat me well, I am willing to
marry you.” Su Yihan said with a narcissistic face.

After admiring her figure, Su Yihan lay back on the bed with the quilt half
covering her body. She hoped that after Chen Yi entered the door, he would be able
to see the scene of a nosebleed.

Soon, there were footsteps approaching the door, and Su Yihan became a little
nervous inexplicably, like it was the first time in his life.



However, after the door was opened, Su Yihan was poured cold by a basin of ice
water.

The person standing at the door is not Chen Yi, but Tian Linger!

How could she appear here!

“Tian Linger, what are you doing here?” Su Yihan questioned.

When Tian Linger knew that Amelia Su was stigmatized, she almost exploded in
situ. Now that she saw the culprit, how could she resist the anger in her heart?

When he walked to Su Yihan, Tian Linger grabbed Su Yihan’s hair and pulled
hard.

Su Yihan screamed in pain and wanted to resist, but the angry Tian Linger was so
powerful that she could not resist at all.

Chapter 820

After Tian Linger grabbed Su Yihan’s hair and forced her to raise her head, she
slapped Su Yihan’s face one by one.

Soon, Su Yihan’s cheeks became red and swollen, and even Tian Linger’s hands
were extremely red.

Tian Linger’s hand was very painful, but she didn’t mean to stop at all, because the
anger in her heart had not yet vented.

Since George Han left, Tian Linger secretly vowed to protect Amelia Su and Han
Nian. This is not only Mo Yang’s responsibility, she also won’t see anyone bully
the mother and daughter.



For Tian Linger, if he couldn’t become George Han’s lover, he had to treat this
sister well. Treated George Han with a sincere heart, because this was the first man
who moved her heart.

“Don’t fight, don’t fight.” Su Yihan’s brain has been knocked out, tinnitus keeps
on, and can’t resist, can only start begging for mercy.

But Tian Linger didn’t hear anything, and he was still merciless when he started,
even if Chen Yi outside the door saw it, he felt a little chilly.

Tian Linger as Tianjia Miss. Regardless of her status or her current status, very few
people dare to provoke her, so it is difficult for Chen Yi to see Tian Linger’s
irritable side. It turns out that this seemingly harmless girl is so terrible!

“You bitch, what qualifications do you have to beg for mercy?” Tian Linger vented
his anger while beating and cursing.

Su Yihan has been trapped, but she still can’t figure out why Tian Linger suddenly
appeared at Chen Yi’s house.

In Su Yihan’s view, this was a night of determination. It was the dry fire between
her and Chen Yi. How could he suddenly break into a mad woman like Tian
Linger.

“Tian Linger, although you are a member of the heavenly family, Basin City is not
a place where you can come here, why are you hitting me for no reason?” Su Yihan
roared.

When Tian Linger heard these words, she stopped her hand and looked at Su Yihan
with a torch.

“For no reason?” Tian Linger asked rhetorically.



At this moment. Standing at the door, Chen Yi knew that it was time for him to go
on stage and walked into the room.

Seeing Chen Yi, Su Yihan seemed to see hope, and said quickly: “Chen Yi, save
me, quickly drive this woman out.”

Chen Yi smiled contemptuously, and Tian Linger was beside him, and then said to
Su Yihan: “Su Yihan, the man Basin City slept with you, can’t count his hands.”

In Su Yihan’s current state, her face could not change anymore, and she was almost
bruised after being beaten, but Chen Yi’s words still made her look visibly stunned.

Both hands?

After careful calculation, it seems that it is not enough.

Su’s company went bankrupt and Su Yihan became a vagrant. With her family’s
economic strength, she could not support her excessive profligacy. From then on,
Su Yihan was willing to do anything for money.

After she took the first step, it was overwhelming. Even after she tasted the
sweetness, she would take the initiative to seduce those rich men.

However, as her fiance, why would Chen Yi say such things at this time?

“Chen Yi, what do you mean?” Su Yihan asked.

Chen Yi laughed dumbly, but Su Yihan still didn’t understand what it meant when
it came to this point. Is it possible that she really thinks she is a person who likes to
wear torn shoes?



“Su Yihan, you have been fucked by so many men, do you think I am really
interested in you? Marry your broken shoes home. Wouldn’t it make the whole
Basin City laugh.” Chen Yi laughed.

Su Yihan took a deep breath and gritted his teeth and asked: “You are not interested
in me, why do you still propose to me? So many people have seen it, is it all fake?”

“Of course it’s fake. My purpose of doing this is just to let you relax your guard
against me.” While speaking, Chen Yi took out his cell phone.

Su Yihan in the clouds and mist did not understand what Chen Yi meant. Relax
your guard? What is to relax vigilance.

When the recording of Chen Yi’s mobile phone came out, it was Su Yihan who
admitted that the recent rumors were spread by himself.

At this moment, Su Yihan instantly understood, and she finally realized the reason
why Tian Linger would appear here.

everything. It turned out to be because of this incident.

Chen Yi’s love and marriage proposal is just trying to make a conversation from
her!

Su Yihan’s mentality collapsed in an instant, because Harry Su reminded her again
and again that she must not expose this matter, or the consequences could not be
imagined, but after falling into Chen Yi’s gentle trap, Su Yihan did not realize her
stupid behavior at all , Because in her opinion. Chen Yi will soon be a family with
himself, but who knows, all this is actually acting!

“If it weren’t for such a costly drama, I guess you wouldn’t easily believe me.
Since I have to find out this matter in a short time, I can only do it a little bit
harder. After all, this is something Linger explained. I I don’t want to delay her



time.” Chen Yi said with a smile. He was quite satisfied with his plan. At this time,
he deliberately said that, in fact, he was a little suspicious of taking credit.

Tian Linger is not very young, but she was born in a family like Tianjia. She has
been immersed in many ways of being a person since she was a child, and she also
knows how to guess people’s minds. She naturally understands the meaning of
what Chen Yi said.

“You don’t need to remind me, since it is what I promised you, I will naturally do
it.” Tian Linger said coldly to Chen Yi.

Chen Yi heard Tian Linger’s unkind tone and quickly lowered his head, just as a
sideline. I thought there was nothing wrong, but Chen Yi ignored Tian Linger’s
current mood.

“Linger, I didn’t mean that, I just…”

Chen Yi wanted to explain. But now Tian Linger, who is in the mood to listen to
him so much nonsense, interrupted directly: “You don’t have to talk nonsense,
remember. Only if I give it to you, you are qualified to take it. I don’t give it to
you, you don’t need to. remind me.”

“Yes, yes.” A cold sweat broke out on Chen Yi’s back. At this moment, he fully
realized the other side of Tian Linger.

This heavenly eldest lady is by no means just a coquettish princess!

At this moment, Su Yihan suddenly knelt down to Tian Linger, because she knew
the consequences of slandering Amelia Su after being exposed, so she had to ask
for mercy and beg Tian Linger to let her go.



“Tian Linger, this matter was planned by Harry Su alone. It has nothing to do with
me, please let me go and catch Harry Su, he is the real man behind the scenes.” Su
Yihan said.

Tian Linger smiled coldly. Said: “You and Harry Su, I will not let go of either. In
fact, you should have died long ago!”

With Harry Su and Su Yihan’s previous actions, they can live to the present. It was
already George Han’s excessive compassion, but this time, Tian Linger would
never soften his heart.


